01. Product Description

About Statista
Statista operates under the website www.statista.com a statistics portal that provides access to statistics and studies on over 80,000 topics and areas of interest.

Contents
Statista allows users to quickly and efficiently access relevant information on a wide variety of markets and industries. Benefits of Statista services include:

› Industry-specific economic macro data with key indicators of market trends
› Industry-specific surveys on relevant trends and forecasts
› Consumer behavior studies

The Statista database is categorized into 22 industry sectors with approximately 600 markets and industries.
Statista collects, evaluates, and publishes key statistics on relevant subjects, providing users with a comprehensive overview of available data on a specific topic.

Source
› Government institutions (ministries, departments, statistic offices, etc.)
› International organizations
› Journals and publications
› Market research institutes
› Consumer study groups
› Scientific institutions
Cataloguing and Searching

Statista facilitates the search process through the use of keywords, allowing users to quickly and efficiently locate information. Users may also search through statistics of one topic from different sources on the basis of keywords. Users are offered incremental search suggestions, if a search entry starts with a related keyword.

Statista categorizes and organizes statistics using an internally structured catalogue system. A combination of the search and catalogue system links keywords of a specific industry or subject area, providing direct access to relevant information.

Figure: Search Functions
Research

Statista is a modern information platform, providing a starting point for the research of quantitative data. In addition to the direct availability of statistics, Statista provides users with the opportunity to directly and efficiently search for and locate sources, studies, and surveys.

Statista analyzes and evaluates quantitative data from numerous professional, scientific, academic, and trade publications of quantitative data and makes them available through its portal. Users have the option to directly identify the source of specific data, allowing continued research from a direct source. In addition to providing a deeper understanding of specific content, this is particularly valuable when further analysis of qualitative information published in the context of quantitative representation is needed.

In addition, users may benefit from references to publications on a specific topic, from the extensive knowledge and experience of Statista’s industry experts.

Figure: Representation of Statistics
Implementation and Handling of Sources

Statista provides users with simple and transparent access to all relevant information on a particular statistic, including the naming and description of the original source. The content of a statistic can only be assessed in the context of its creation and publication; therefore, Statista additionally offers all available meta-information separately.

All available information on the collection of data is included, as well as the object of study, methodology, time period of the study, and the exact location in which the survey took place. In the case of online publications, this includes the direct link to the original source of the statistic.

Through the inclusion of all relevant meta-information, the user therefore has the ability to identify and assess the original source of every statistic. Moreover, this simplifies and facilitates the search for additional information through increased readability.
Functions

In addition to the search and retrieval of specific quantitative data, a Statista account offers users the option to download information and statistics in both Excel and Powerpoint formats. Both types of documents include the quantitative information itself, as well as meta-data and all relevant information on the survey and source.

Users can easily and directly integrate statistics into their own analysis or implement them into electronic presentations. Users also have the ability to modify the format and size of graphs and charts, allowing seamless integration into existing projects.

In addition to PowerPoint, users may also download the image as a PDF or PNG file for simple and effective integration into Word documents and other text formats.

Figure: Functions

- **PNG Image**: Direct download as PNG for simple integration into publications or websites
- **Excel Sheet**: Process and modify statistics in the Excel framework
- **PowerPoint Graphic**: Directly implement statistics and graphs into presentations

**Direct download**

**Edit and modify** in Excel

**Optimized for integration** into business models (structure, labelling, etc.)

**Seamless integration** into presentations

**Quick, easy download**

A Statista account includes the right to publish and distribute Statista content, unless otherwise prohibited by existing applicable intellectual property laws and copyright laws.
Database for studies and sources

In addition to statistics, Statista catalogues a wide variety of relevant studies and sources that help to better understand specific industries or topics. Descriptions and details of studies and sources are provided, as well as links to download the information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayer’s financial year 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peugeot 2015 Business Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Solar 2015 Financial Statement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rights to Publication

Publication rights for scientific publications are only included in the Corporate Account, Enterprise Account, Student Account or the Campus License. Publication rights for any other type of publication are also exclusive for Corporate Account, Enterprise Account and Campus License customers.

By subscribing to Statista, all registered users acquire a simple right of usage for private use. A right of use for commercial purposes is only granted for Corporate, Enterprise, Premium or Campus License customers.
02. Service Description

The following includes a brief description of services offered by a Campus License. The complete terms and conditions of Statista, Inc. may be viewed on our website and downloaded as a PDF file.

Campus License services:

- With a Campus License, the offered Statista services are available for one or more employees or users. The access to all available statistics for selected employees is available for all price models.
- The Campus License provides access to all Basic and Premium statistics on the Statista platform.
- The Campus License allows users to download statistics in PowerPoint, Excel, PDF and PNG formats for all Basic and Premium statistics.
- The Campus License includes the right to release and publish graphs, PowerPoint charts, and Excel data of all Basic and Premium statistics.
- The Campus License allows access to all poll and study databases of the Statista platform.

Statista shall issue an annual invoice for a Campus License upon acceptance of our offer. Full payment of the invoice is due 10 business days following receipt of invoice.

Use of a Campus License is available only to the authorized user.

The Campus License subscription does not include research services provided by Statista. Research services and requests are not covered by the Campus License's fees and prices, and are subject to additional fees and requirements.

Technical Notes

Technical requirements for Statista accounts include a recently-updated internet browser (Firefox 3.0.14 or higher recommended). The internet browser must also allow the running of scripts (i.e. JavaScript) from the Statista website.

The number of available statistics may vary. Statistics are not guaranteed to remain on the Statista platform permanently. Not all statistics are available for download in Excel and PowerPoint formats.
Contact Information

If you have any questions or are interested in learning more about Statista, please contact:

Statista Ltd.
Hudson House, 8 Tavistock Street
London WC2E 7PP
United Kingdom

PHONE  +44 20 3709 9960
E-MAIL  eu.support@statista.com